TGC Session #40 Closing Report

• Two sessions held
  – Tuesday 8:00am – 9:12am
  – Thursday 8:12am – 10:33am

• The two comments in database 802.16-05/082 are resolved

• Objectives
  – Obtain greater approval ratio (76%)
  – To make a motion during WG plenary for Sponsor Ballot
TGC Continued

• Summary commentary database created
  – From sessions #37, #38, #39, and #40
  – Total of 78 comments

• Contact disapprove voters
  – Waiting for responses; some already received
    • 23 TB comments down to 17
    • 47 disapprove votes down to 31
    • 167 approve votes up from 151; 84% approval ratio, up from 76%
TGC Continued

• During the opening session “Propose to make a motion for Sponsor Ballot”
  – Still a ways to go to better the approval ratio